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Heavy Steel Rolling Tool Chest 

CYJY is one of the most famous manufacturers and suppliers in China. Welcome to 

customized combination rolling metal tool cabinet from our factory at any time. We will 

provide you with the most cost-effective product and promptly address your 

requirements. 

 

 

Heavy Steel Rolling Tool Chest 

Our CYJY Heavy Steel Rolling Tool Chest earns the 

name by offering unbeatable storage capacity and a 

worktop that can travel over any terrain. This option 

features a flip-top compartment and Large bearing 

weight drawers—each rated to hold up to 60-80 

KG.Simply choose your stunning powder coat color 

below to make this cart your own. And if you’d like 

to make some additional changes, contact us. We’re 

happy to make the custom tool chest you need. 
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Features: 

 

Good brand and good quality. Suitable for garages, workplaces, or anywhere tool 

organization is needed. 

Made of high-quality steel, durable and strong. Large storage space: 15 small drawers, 1 

large drawers, 2 side cabinets , 6 casters. 

The lockable top chest protects your tools and valuables. Six swivel casters, move it 

easily. 

Simply choose your stunning powder coat color below to make this cart your own. 

Customizable sound, USB port, number of drawers, number of casters, and color. 

 

Specification 

Lock Key lock 
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Thickness 16 gauge/1.5 mm 

Size 2900*1850 *750 mm 

Casters 12 pcs 6 inch PU caster wheel 

OEM & ODM Acceptable 

Handle Stainless 

Packing Carton Box+Pallet 

Function Storage for Tools 

Top MDF/STAINLESS 

Material Cold Rolled Steel 

 

 

Our company 

CYJY IN 1996: A SMALL TEAM WITH BIG IDEAS 

From its founding, CYJY championed a culture of world-class engineering and 

innovation. Our small team of engineers crafted personalized solutions, never-before-

seen features, common-sense designs, and intricate integrations that caught the 
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attention of many industries. But what turned that attention into close, sustained 

relationships was CYJY’s commitment to service and excellence. We count on our 

valued customers’ feedback as it fuels every refinement we make. And our customers—

who depend on storage to get the job done—count on us. 

 
 

DECADES OF INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC STORAGE EXPERTISE. 

Our reputation for customer service is the result of a tight-knit front office team with 

decades of storage expertise across industries. Undertaking a storage project can be 

daunting, but our Product Line Managers are always a phone call or email away to help 

with custom solutions, storage tips, product support, and more. 

MAKING CUSTOM STORAGE ACCESSIBLE 

We believe you shouldn’t have to settle for off-the-shelf, modular storage units. So we’ve 

spent nearly 30 years making custom storage accessible for all. Thanks to automated 

design tools and continuous reinvestment in manufacturing technology, we can deliver 

custom solutions faster, better, and with better service than the competition. Our new 

online product-builders allow you to build custom storage solutions from the comfort of 

home or the office with nothing but an internet connection—a true representation of our 

commitment to more accessible custom storage. 
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Application Areas 

1. Home Improvement and DIY Projects: 

For homeowners and DIY enthusiasts, tool cabinets are a valuable asset when it comes 

to home improvement projects. Whether it's fixing a leaky faucet or building a piece of 

furniture, having a well-organized tool cabinet ensures that the necessary tools are easily 

accessible. Moreover, tool cabinets help prevent clutter and keep the workspace tidy, 

making DIY projects more enjoyable and efficient. 

 

2. Medical and Healthcare Facilities: 

Tool cabinets also find application in medical and healthcare facilities, where precision 

instruments and specialized tools are used. These cabinets provide a sterile and 

organized environment for storing surgical instruments, ensuring their cleanliness and 

easy accessibility. By utilizing tool cabinets, healthcare professionals can maintain a high 

standard of hygiene and optimize their workflow. 

 

FAQ 

Q:Can I make a custom stainless steel cabinet? 

A:Yes, we can customize it according to the color, size and style you want. 
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Q:How long will the delivery time take? 

A:Our delivery time is 1-3 months in general. 

 

Q: Is this easy to assemble? 

A: Yes. It is easy to assemble. 

 

Q:Can I ask a sample firstly for test purpose? 

A:Of course, we can provide. 

 

Q: Is there a page of instructions for assembly? 

A: it came fully assembled. Nothing to do other than open the box. 

 


